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4·0 Objective :
At the end of this lesson you will be able to  :

 Identify the need for business correspondence.
 Justify the importance of communication in business.
 List the types of business correspondence.
 Identify the different functions of correspondence in business.

4·1 Introduction :
Business correspondence is that part of business communication which deals with

the written communication between business persons, which is necessary for their business
transactions. It is also known as commercial transaction. This communication facilitates
the transaction of business which is essentially carried out through the written format.
4·2 Need For Business Correspondence :

With the advent of sophisticated methods of production and enhanced
communication facilities, business activities have spread out over vast geographical areas
with may be production in one country and market for it in another. This entails effective
communication and records of the same. As a result business communcation and business
correspondence in particular have become vital for the everyday activities of business
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organisation. There is a subtle difference between business correspondence and business
communication. The latter includes the former and other forms of communication as well
such as spoken communication, graphics, non-verbal communication etc. However,
business correspondence consists mainly of letters and depends on written, typed or word
processor printed letters or those sent and received by fax and e-mail.
4·3 Importance of Business Correspondence :

Business activities may be summarised as follows–Money is invested in industries,
wholesale transactions, retail outlets, and various services like banks and transport.
Business activities also include interaction with government and other agencies for
obtaining the necessary licenses and permissions necessary for carrying out business. At
every stage of investment, production, purchase, distribution, setting up of agencies and
sales, a variety of letters such as enquiries, replies, clarification, applications, circulars,
memos, offers, quotation, sales letters, orders, complaints, adjustments, collections, sales
and applications etc. are required further business correspondence provides a means of
bringing the various persons and organisation involved in these transactions into mutual
contact-Correspondence also helps to create cordial and credible  relationships in the
context of business.It provides a record of the various stages of a transaction for record
and reference. Thus the written word provides a support to the business transactions and
is an important part of business.
4·4 Functions of Business Correspondence :

1. The Function of Providing Contact :
The first function of business correspondence is to provide contact between persons

involved in a business transaction without meeting each other in person. Of course there
are many devices like the telephone and its variations, e-mail, fax etc. which can make
communication faster and easier but none provide a ready record for future reference like
the letter.

2. The Function of Providing Reference :
Business Correspondence provides a reference for the future. For e.g. it helps one

to compare the present rates of some goods and services with the past rates of the same
goods and servcies so that business plans may be made. Business correspondence provides
a database on the basis of which decisions can be taken. For example it is usual to make a
comparative statement of prices and rates when a major purchase is to be made or contract
is to be given. This comparative statement is made on the basis of a written or typed
quotation or tender. The docision regarding the company from which the purchase is to be
made or the contractor to whom the contract is to be given is based on this.
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3. The Function of creating Cordial Business Enviornment :
Another functions of Business correspondence is to create a cordial atmophere in

which to carry out business. The language and tone of business letters and other forms of
corespondence go a long way towards creating a pleasant and healthy atmosphere in which
business is conducted. A letter of complaint which is not rude or accusatory but based on
facts and is polite in tone is likely to get a better response than a vituperative one.

4. The Function of Sales Promotion :
The function of promoting sales through letters may be taken as the fourth function

of business correspondence. These direct appeals through letters and e-mails are not to be
confused with advertisements. Their purpose is to make direct sales to a very well defined
target audience and also reinforce the sales efforts of the regular dealer.

5. The Legal Function :
The fifth function of business correspondence is the part that it plays when things

go wrong and the participants in a business transaction end up in the court of law to settle
their disputes. In cases of disputes connected with business matters business
correspondence forms a very important reference base and also provides evidence for
legal action.
4·5 Types of Business Correspondence :

Business correspondence makes use of  many kinds of letters, reports, notices and
circulars to make business activities function smoothly and develop with the passage of
time. These letters are usually classified according to the purpose for which they are used
or according to the area of business in which they are used. Types of Business
correspondence are :

 Enquries and Replies
 Offers and quotations
 Orders and Execution
 Credit and Status enquiry
 Claims, complaints and adjustment
 Collection letters
 Sales letters
 Circulars
 Banking Correspondence
 Insurance Correspondence
 Agency Correspondence
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 Application for an appointment
 Correspondence of a Company Secretary
 Letter of allotment
 Letter of regret
 Letter for publication

Business correspondence belongs to the area of written communication. They are
defferent from other forms of written communication such at reports, minutes of meetings,
notices etc.
4·6 Let Us Sum Up :

In this lesson we have seen how business correspondence is an integral part of the
written communication. It is essential to create a conducive business environment. It forms
a documentary record for future reference. We have discussed the different functions of
business correspondence and the types of business correspondence. It is different from
the other forms of written communication and is generally believed to follow a particular
format. Business correspondence is a vital organ of the day to day activities of a business
organisation.
4·7 Exercise :

1. Complete the sentences given below :
(i) Business communication is also known as ................
(ii) The subtle difference between business communication and business

correspondence is ................
(iii) Business correspondence helps bring a atmosphere into the context of

business
(iv) Buseness correspondence brings business into ................ without ................
(v) Business correspondenc can be used ................ for the future.
(vi) The language and tone of business letters ................
(vii)The purpose of sales promotion letters is ................
(viii) When there are legal disputes, business correspondence ...................

2. State whether the following statements are True or False :
(i) Business correspondence provides important references in legal disputes.
(ii) The purpose of sales letters is only to make direct sales.
(iii) Business letters can create a cordial environment in business.
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(iv) Business correspondence falls within the ambit of Business communication.
3. Briefly answer the following questions :

(i) Briefly state the functions of Business corres pondence.
(ii) Outline the need for Business correspondence.
(iii) Why is Business correspondence important ?.
(iv) What function does Business correspondence serve in legal situations ?




